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Abs t rac t  

We ahow how to use conventional device simulations to produce Charge 
models suitable for circuit simulation. In particular, we demonstrate the 
use of gradient fitting of transient simulation data to produce tensor- 
product splines representing the charges. We contrast this with results 
from small-signal analyses and discuss the relation between smaii- and 
large-signal charges. 

Extended Abstract 

Conventional circuit simulators make use of compact analytical or table models 
t o  represent the  behavior of a MOSFET. hloreover, the  models are often based 
on the so-called quasi-static assumption so that  the  constitutive relation may 
be written in terms of charges as 

def def 
where V = ( v d , ,  V $ „  v s , )  = ( u d  - U,, ug - U , ,  us - U , )  represents the branch 
voltages, f represents the static (DC) current response, and q represents the 
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charges, respectively. This ansatz is a fundamental assumption made by a num- 
ber of existing circuit shula tors ,  although it is known to break down when the 
voltages v ( t )  vary too rapidly [1,2]. 

Previous approaches have been based on small-signal analysis [2] and Fourier 
analysis of transient responses [3]. Our approach is based on fitting techniques 
applied directly to data ohtained from transient simulations, which we will now 
briefly outline. 

For simplicity, ignore the bulk current and the dependence of the currents 
on vb.; moreover, take ub = 0. We will assume without loss of generality that 
U, G 0. We can then write the terminal currents in quasi-static form 

Let us consider fitting one component of the current in (1) and let z = 
U* and y E U, to simplify notation. First, we do a series of static device 
analyses to produce values of f on a regular rectangular grid { (zi, zj) }ij so an 
approximation to  f over the domain may be constructed. A series of transient 
device simulations can then be used to compute the pointwise residual 

for a voltage ramp applied to one terminal, holding the other voltages fixed. 
(One possible approach is to then use a quadrature to approximate J r and, 
thereby, q; however, it has been noted that this procedure is path dependent 
[2].) Transient simulation data can be transformed into 8,r and 8,,r on the 
rectangular grid { (zi, zj) } and then a least-squares gradient-fitting technique 
can be used to generate a tensor-product form for q 

where B, are appropriate B-spline basis functions. 
We have simulated a number of devices on a variety of time scales and 

computed the associated large-signal quasi-static charges. We will contrast these 
results with values obtained using small-signal analysis and discuss the range of 
validity of the quasi-static assumption. 
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